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The majority of online travel booking services are missing out on smartphone reservations, with 76 percent not fully
mobile-optimized, highlighting the need to reduce Web page payloads and optimize scripts, according to a new
report from Radware.

Slow loading times on mobile is the main reason 36 percent of travel brands claimed to be the principal cause of
abandonment, which is a significant loss in sales for these booking Web sites. Two out of three consumers expect
mobile pages to load in four seconds or less, but these sites are failing with an average load time of 6.7 seconds on
iPhones, causing serious drop out rates.

"The degree in variability in network speeds can really have an impact, even on flagship devices with relatively fast
processors, on load times," said Matthew Young, performance evangelist at Radware. "This is true even for mobile,
touch-centric sites.

"The number of sites not optimizing their content for an efficient user experience is way too high," he said. "Travel
companies with physical locations do everything to ensure their customers have a good on-site experience, and the
same should hold true for companies where their operations rely on browser interactions, including mobile, to
complete their bookings."

Mobile booking
As mobile is becoming the most predominant method in booking travel for consumers, these retailers seem to really
be missing the mark. Mobile optimization is key in keeping consumers engaged, ready to spend and decreasing cart
abandonment rates.
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More than 36 percent of travel booking sites even exceeded more than 10 seconds to load, which is sure to cause a
serious amount of purchasing dropouts. There is 41 percent of overall abandonment rate in the travel industry as a
whole.

The load time varies through devices with the load time on Samsung Galaxy S6 seeing better results with a median
speed of 4.1 seconds. However, it is  important that these retailers enforce faster load times on a wide range of
devices to ensure all customers will have an optimized experience.

Fixing the problem
These Web sites are seeing problems that can be remedied such as too many requests for images, scripts and files
and large images. Radware's research showed that responsive web designs looked aesthetically pleasing to
consumers, but the speed is not up to par.

This is also a significant issue because users are looking for mobile to load as fast as desktop Web sites, with 85
percent of mobile users expecting the same speed. With half of all travel bookings predicted to take place on mobile
in the upcoming year, it is  vital for these retailers to mend these issues.

travel 420

"Travel brands, and all companies with Web sites, need to reduce the payloads of their web pages across the board,"
Mr. Young said. "Lower the number of round trips baked into sites, optimize scripts and images, and consider
consolidating to one URL.

"This will greatly enhance the user experience and reduce the number of abandoned bookings," he said.

Final Take
Brielle Jaekel is editorial assistant at Mobile Commerce Daily
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